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Editorial
As this editorial is written, in the penultimate
month of 1979, the climate of the year might be
allowed to guide the pen. For the arts in Leeds it
has been what the 18th century would have
described as sublime: a mixture of grandeur,
with vistas of high achievement, punctuated and
contrasted with the dark abyss of possible, and
sometimes probable, failure to reach the Promised Land. At times the vision has appeared so
clear and at others like a mirage with no
substance. Certainly the emotions of hope and
frustration have thrown each other into strong
and perhaps exaggerated contrast.
Some events seem solid enough, however, and
have already passed into history. The second
season of E.N.O.N. has opened to packed
houses — what a centenary year for the Grand
and who but the idealists (or were they just farsighted after all?) could have believed a few years
ago that this splendid theatre would become the
home of a great opera company? The advent of
E.N.O.N. is one of the hinge events of the century and has already raised the quality of life
beyond calculation for thousands who dwell in a
city with great expectations.
For the visual arts June was an exciting month.
First the Henry Moore Foundation, headed by
the great sculptor himself, presented the city in
which his talent blossomed with a cheque for
f10,000 to enable a feasibility study to be carried
out on the building and equipping of a study
centre for sculpture. This, physically, would
firmly unite the existing art gallery building with
the amenities of the new extension. The creative
possibilities of such an enterprise are legion, but
so are the pitfalls. Thanks to the Moore family,
however,
calculations
have begun
with
a
generous supply of that universal fuel which can
and brain-intensive
power the sensitive
machinery required to assess the former and
chart the latter. Within a week came further
supplies of this increasingly volatile, man-made
form of energy; this time f100,000 earmarked
for the construction stage after plans had been
agreed. It is noteworthy that the tanker chosen
to carry both deliveries to the right depots was
the L.A.C.F. While it is too early to define the
role of the study centre in any detail, among its
essential functions will be to encourage young
sculptors in their studies and to help the rest of

us to appreciate sculpture. It will be concerned
with the history of this three dimensional 'art
from earliest times, using the latest visual
methods as tools. At this stage we should be con'tent to accept the great idea in Mr. Moore's

mind that the centre should promote sculpture
in every way possible.
As if this was not enough to get on with, in the
same week and from the same source came the
offer of a comprehensive
collection of the
sculptor's own work from the 1920s and 80s.
Sculptures from this period are of the greatest
interest for they show the quality of the artist'
vision and the aesthetic problems with which he
was most concerned at this early stage of his
career. Being made mainly in wood and stone
they are unique and with hind-sight can be seen
to be the foundations beneath the great bronzes
he has worked on in more recent years. By any
standards it is a superb collection and will be a
staggering gift to the city where he spent those
vital early student years. Leeds will inevitably
become a place of pilgrimage, a 'must'or
anyone interested in 20th century sculpture and
its ancestry. A rosy vision of the future; but the
study centre, the gift of sculpture as well as Mr.
Moore's earlier promise to present a large bronze
to be placed on the raised paving outside the new
art gallery extension (discussed in the editorial of
Calendar No. 80) depends upon this splendid
building being erected. Never, surely, did so
much depend upon the successful completion of
a building contract. And at no time, one is
sometimes tempted to think, were there so many
difficulties to overcome.
It was in June too that a Reviewing Committee
on the Export of Works of Art decided to
withhold an export licence for a pair of magnificent silver-gilt ewers of 1697 by that great
Huguenot artist Pierre Harache. A period of
four months'race was given, ending on the 21st
October 1979, for a public museum to offer the
owner I:40,000. If this was done then an export
licence would not be granted and the ewers
would have to remain in this country. Although
the ewers had been judged to be of outstanding
importance aesthetically and historically what
institution could find the money and would the
owner accept it? This dilemma illustrates a very
important point about the control of the export

is in no way compelled to sell. He may prefer to keep whatever it
is- in this country even if he lives abroad.
Anything of the quality and importance to be
refused an export licence is likely to escalate in
monetary value even if it can never legally find a
home overseas.
Raising large sums of money is a hazardous
business, particularly within a time limit, but
someone had to do something constructive and it
was clear that Leeds must make the effort. From
here the story unfolds, in summary, as foBows: a
special government grant through the V. and A.
was promised of f20,000; the N.A.C.F. made an
exceptionally generous offer of I:6,000 and the
L.A.C.F., because we had spent little on purchases during the last, year, was able to come up
with f5,000. To Mrs. Penrose May's bequest to
the L.A.C.F. of I:500, which your committee felt
should be spent on silver because of her great interest in the subject, was added a further I:525.
'I'he latter was subscribed in four lots: mainly by
benefactors on whom we have called before, and
are therefore for ever in their debt, plus a contribution from a great international company.
'I'he happiest episode in this 'campaign'as the
attitude and action of a silver collector living in
the north of England who, little more than a
week before zero hour, offered to guarantee the
final I:300 to enable the f40,000 target to be
reached in time. It is gratifying to record that in
the end he did not have to be called upon. The
rest of the money was found from the interest on
bequest funds, X5,975, and f6,000 still in the city'
purchase fund. This chapter in the latest tale of
a Leeds effort to save our heritage —every year
increasingly at risk —must end with the presentation of the cheque a day or two before the time
limit expired. An action at once officially
registered so that no export licence will be
granted. That indeed is an achievement for
which all our benefactors should take credit. But
are the ewers to come to Leeds? As this editorial
is written three weeks have elapsed and the
owner has not accepted or rejected the money.

of our heritage for an owner

Another cliff-hanger during 1979.
In the last nine months three important exhibitions have been held, one in each of the art
museums. Vastly different in subject, intent and
size of content they all had two things in common their dependence on large subsidies from
public bodies and commerce and, following
from this, their comprehensive, well illustrated

and excellently produced catalogues. These
make worthy records and thanks are due to all
those who made their printing possible. The
Sargent Exhibition proved a mammoth task (the
run up to it was mentioned in the last editorial).
In the end, however, it proved even more successful than anticipated and the country house
setting provided by Lotherton Hall gave the exhibition an extra dimension. Putting, in effect,
the artist's sitters in context revitalized the pictures and Sargent's talents as a portrait painter
were easier to assess than when his work is shown
in conventional gallery conditions. Just as Darwin, seeing the fauna of the Galapagos Islands
against its natural habitat, was able to work out
the life style of the various species in a manner
impossible if he had met their representatives in
a Furopean zoo, so Lotherton was needed to interpret the social remoteness of the Edwardian
period. This very obvious contribution of the
house was only lost on the most insensitive of
critics. In setting up the show the usual alarms
and excursions were encountered, but totally
unexpected was the sinister appearance, at the
last minute, of what looked for all the world like
blue asbestos gushing from the walls as they were
pierced to fix the larger pictures. All action was
immediately
stopped until the substance was
laboriously identified as harmless mineral wool
used for fireproofing when the house was added
to early this century. How the exhibition was
opened in time was a major feat of museology.
One of the heroes of the Sargent exhibition was
James Lomax who conceived it and, with the cooperation of Richard Ormond of the National
Portrait Gallery, wrote the well-researched
catalogue, The other was Ron Turner whose
sheet grit and resourcefulness overcame all the
hanging difficulties.
Alex Robertson was responsible for the very
popular Atkinson Grimshaw Exhibition at the
Art Gallery. He too, in partnership with David
Blomfield of Liverpool Polytechnic, wrote a
definitive catalogue which has already become a
reference work on the artist. The exhibition went
from Leeds to Southampton and thence to the
Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool.
The third and last of the trio was the Chippendale Exhibition held at Temple Newsam to mark
the bicentenary of the death of the most famous
To
in the world of furniture.
practitioner
anniversary
might
celebrate this particular
sound a little macabre, but the exhibition

demonstrated well the width and quality of the
cabinet maker's accomplishment during his very
full working life. As Temple Newsam harbours
the leading Chippendale expert it is hardly surprising that Christopher Gilbert should be solely
responsible for the research, choice of objects,
catalogue and display of the exhibition. He even
collected some of the material himself. As if to
match his single-mindedness
the great house
played the sole host giving up four rooms for the
use of its wooden visitors. The fact that two other
rooms had to be used as stores 'for the
be closed to the public provides an interesting gauge against which to measure the
growth of the permanent collection in recent
years. Not so very long ago the south wing was used regularly for temporary exhibitions, the more
permanent contents being dispersed throughout
the house until they could return to their
quarters. It is hard to imagine how we would
manage today without the Stable Court Fxhibition Galleries even so the limited space available
in them already restricts our annual programme.
It is not only the collections that have been
playing box and cox this year, for the staff have
also been moving round and swapping jobs with
each other. Terry Friedman went on a year's sabbatical leave and is due to return in January
1980; Anthony
Wells-Cole became acting
Keeper of Decorative Art Studies and so temporarily replaced him while James Lomax took
Anthony's place on the same basis. This all worketl out very well for it meant that James could
stay an extra year —in a senior job —after the expiration of his two year traineeship and thus
carry to fruition the exhibition, Church Art from
Catholic Yorkshire, and enjoy the acclaim given
to his Sargent show. He was able too to represent
Leeds at the latter's Detroit opening. His colleagues were in benefit also from the longer
period of working with a very able young
curator. The sad part is that it has proved impossible to prolong his stay in I.eeds further and
we can only wish him the satisfying career he
deserves.
Much more fortunate was the epilogue to
Adrian Budge's traineeship. Over the last couple
of years he has built up such a valued commitment with children, in and out of school, as well
as with students and older people —all in fact
who become addicted to art appreciation sessions made extra palatable
adby being
ministered through the treasures of Leeds that
duration'nd

he has been put on the permanent staff. This is
excellent news for without his continuing services
we would have been bound to abandon one of
the most successful curatorial ventures embarked
upon for many years. Now we can explore much
further the comparitively little charted field of
'interpretation',
an increasingly
fashionable
word it seems. It is used here to mean the art of
helping everyone to enjoy the good things
available to them. Art must surely be for
all —especially when they own it.
Barbara I'hompson, who has played such an
important part in the administration of the Art
Galleries from 'loans out'o 'exhibitions in', via
servicing the whole art appreciation programme
and the recent competitions, has been promoted
from Secretary to Curatorial Assistant (Admin.).
Her devotion and efficiency has, to some extent
at least, been recognised and she will now take
an even greater part in the running of the office —if she can be spared from some of the
duties piled upon her. Fiona McIndoe has taken
her place as Secretary; she too is what is known
as an internal promotion. Her ability in German, French and even Dutch is a great help and
we hope she will enjoy her interesting, if exacting, job. Anna Czerkaluk has taken Fiona's
place and is already showing signs of becoming
indispensible; in her first office job she is the
youngest member of the crew and her wellbeing
an(I future is of great importance to the older
hands. Perhaps the foregoing report is an example of a 'promotional ladder'ometimes referred
to in local government circles. I he critical point
is that the reorganisation it represents will relieve
the unbearable
strain on office staff and
resources which had built up to a point at which
the whole edifice might have collapsed if it had
not been propped up in the nick of time.
Finally in what seems to have become
something of an index of staff activities—
embarked upon in the belief that members like
to hear from time to time about the people
behind the collections —a place must be found
for Helena Davis. She is a recent acquisition very
carefully chosen from an enormous list of candidates for the post of Trainee Assistant Keeper.
We welcome her to Leeds and hope that site
thoroughly enjoys her time here. On the receiving end we look forward to the influence her
ideas and personality are bound to have on the
running of the galleries.

The Fair Nun Unmasked
HELENA DAVIS

Henry Robert Morland's painting The Fair Nun
Unmasked (cover) is one of the most popular pictures in the collection at Temple Newsam. It has
an extremely direct appeal. A beautiful young
woman in a fancy dress outfit is masquerading
possibly as a nun. The picture was first exhibited
at the Free Society of Artists 1769 simply under
the title A lady in a masquerade habit. The more
specific title appeared only after the picture had
been engraved by the successful printseller Carington Bowles, together with an inscription from
Pope's RaPe of the Lock (Fig. 1).
Research into the history and content of the
painting has raised some interesting questions,
who, for instance, was the model? This article
sets out to examine the picture in a broad context: against the background of the eighteenth

and contemporary
masquerade
century
literature. It also attempts to discover whether

the artist was anything more than a humble
'painter in crayons'.
As father of the famous George Morland,
painter of rustic scenes, Henry Robert is often
mentioned in contemporary biographies. By all
accounts he was a rather unsavoury character,
who maltreated his son; putting him to work
copying pictures in an upstairs room.'e lost
much of his money due to his unfortunate dealings as a connoisseur; and with it the reputation
he had once enjoyed. In the earlier years of his
life Morland was 'a person who might literally be
a concalled independent'.'e
possessed
siderable property at this time; which was proa
bably the house mentioned
by Dawe
residence in Leicester Square which later belonged to Sir Joshua Reynolds. Morland was certainly
a well educated man; and possessed a library
which was 'tolerably well furnished, especially
with treatises on the fine arts'.'owever, he does
not seem to have shown much imagination in his
own work; for Dawe continues to describe his imaginative skills as 'sterile and tardy'.'orland
painted in a style which laid the greatest concentration on high finishing; reflecting a passionate
admiration for Dutch masters such as Gerhard
Dow.

The Fair Nun Unmasked is most attractively
coloured, and the jewellery painted with that
'minute
imitation'entioned
individual
by
Dawe.'hat makes this picture so appealing,
however, is the choice of pose. It is a seductive
portrait, although veiled in a very literal sense.
The fact that this image was chosen for engraving indicates just how much popular appeal the
portrait was thought to have. It does not contain
any significant moral message, although the
Pope inscription (added to the engraving), gave
Before
meaning.
the image an additional
discussing the picture in relation to contemporary literature it is necessary to examine it in
the context of fancy painting in the eighteenth
century.
For the eighteenth century art.ist in Britain
portrait painting was of the utmost importance.
However, one of the biggest objections to pordress; as it was
traiture was contemporary
thought to be commonplace: 'Great Masters in
Painting never care for drawing people in
Fashion, as very well knowing that the Headress
or Periwig, that now prevails, and gives grace to
their portraiture at present, will make a very odd
Figure, and perhaps look monstrous in the Eyes

of

result of this concern was the 'fancy'ortrait which dressed the sitter in historical or
rustic dress, giving a timeless quality to the picture. 'Fancy dress'ortraits were an extension of
this idea, allowing artists to indulge in painting
exotic draperies and bizarre poses. The Fair Nun
is a good example of a fancy dress portrait;
although the exact nature of her costume is less
certain. Fancy dress could include everyday dress
adapted to fulfil the role of a masquerade
costume. It was most probably the vague
similarity of the veil to a nun's habit which
prompted the later title to the engraving. The
artist's own original title alludes to the ordinary
dress she is wearing, adapted for the occasion of
a ball. It was, in fact, common practice to wear a
simple choker with a paste cross as a fashionable
item of jewellery.
Masquerades were one of the most popular
Posterity'.'he
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The Fair Nun Unmask'd

1769 Leeds City Art Galleries.

forms of entertainment in the eighteenth century
(Fig. 2). Participants of these masked balls met
in specially designed pleasure gardens, and they
were later established as indoor entertainments
with dancing and a supper. Pamela, heroine of
Richardson's novel published in 1740 gives a
vivid account: 'I must needs say, I don't like these
masquerades at all... How else can one account
for the Liberties of expression and Behaviour
taken by those who personated Bishops, Cardinals, Priests, Nuns etc. For the freest things
said were from the Persons in those Habits, who
behav'd with so much Levity and Indecorum as
if they were resolv'd... to throw those venerable
characters into
to these masquerade balls were
caused by the mixing of classes, and especially
the manner in which the lower classes could insult their superiors. In contemporary literature,
ridicule.'bjections

Fig. 2. Charles Grignion rf Masquerade Scene at the Pantheon 1772 Courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum.

N,

a significant number of plots centre around a
source for satire.
a marvellous
masquerade;
Pope in The RaPe of the Lock although not
is
directly concerned with the masquerade,
fascinated by the transience of beauty and with
the notion of dressing up:
This casket India's glowing gems unlocks,
And all Arabia breathes from yonder box.
The Tortoise here and ElePhant unite,
Transform'd to Combs, the SPeckld, and the
white.

Here files of Pins extend their shining rows,
Puffs, Powders, Patches, Bibles, Billet-doux.'
Pope mentions a diamond cross when describing the central characters; based upon the
beauty Arabella Fermor. This is the couplet
which is found later added to the Carington
Bowles engraving:
On her white Breast a sParkling Cross she wore,
Which Jews mtght ktss and infidels adore.

The insincerity of the lady's religious beliefs
are here alluded to, and it is an appropriate addition to Morland's original image. The change
of title to The Fair Nun Unmasked only confirms
the more frivolous nature of the engraving. A
portrait survives of Arabella Fermor, painted
after her marriage in 1714', which shows her
wearing a large cross similarly placed on her
breast. The picture also has the inscription
'Heroine of Pope's Rape of the Lock'. Evidence
to suggest that this painting was widely known,
has not been found, but it provides an interesting line for further research.
The identity of the sitter poses a different set
of complex questions. When Leeds Art Galleries
acquired the painting in 1948 from Roland,
Browse and Delbanco, no mention was made of
the three other versions. Only one of the three
has been traced by the writer, this was bought by
the 2nd Duke of Sutherland
and is still at
Dunrobin Castle. The other two pictures belonged to The Hon. Mrs. Nellie Ionides (who makes
no mention of it in her will') and Mr. Thomas
St. John Grant of Cork who sold his version in the
White Sale, New York in 1954. The Dunrobin
and White Sale versions are almost identical to
the Leeds picture and differ only in points of
detail. A photograph of the White Sale version
exists and it is clear from this that the Carington
Bowles engraving is related to the White Sale
and not the Leeds picture. The mask she is
holding has one blank eye, her dress has no frill
on the right shoulder, and the pearls dangling
from her gown are uncrossed. An engraving by
James Wilson also titled The Fair Nun Unmasked shares these details. It seems likely, therefore,
that the White Sale painting was the original
Habit entered by
Lady in 8 Masquerade
Morland in the Society of Free Artists. That he
painted at least three copies is no suprise, for
they probably sold well. The importance of these
other versions, however, lies in what they may
tell us about the sitter.
The White Sale version was sold under the
title The Fair Nun Unmasked (Probably Mrs.
Eva Garrick) and stated in the entry:
A MS. letter, by Mr. William Roberts, undated, reads
in part as follows. 'I have carefully examined your picture of 'A Nun Unmasked'y Henry R. Morland...

and it is unquestionably
the original of the famous
engraving by Carrington Bowles...'. This letter, containing an account of Mrs. Garrick... will be given to
the purchaser."

It is very tempting to conclude that Eva Garrick must be the mysterious nun. Early accounts
of Morland mention this connexion with Garrick, and she was certainly a popular subject
with artists of every calibre, from Zoffany
downwards. However, Mrs. Garrick would have
been a middle-aged woman by 1769. Contemporary portraits show her to be a very different
beauty to the nun in Morland's picture. She was
fuller faced and had a dimpled chin.
The Sutherland
are convinced,
family
however, that the painting at Dunrobin Castle is
no less than Mary, Countess of Sutherland. To
imagine that Morland could have painted an
aristocrat in such a saucy pose seems inconceivable on first thought. However, a pair of
Morland's portraits, now in the Tate were said to
be the beautiful Gunning sisters, Maria Countess
of Coventry,
and Elizabeth,
Duchess
of
Hamilton (Fig. 5). A careful comparison between contemporary engravings and portraits of
the sisters, with the two laundry maids shows a
remarkable likeness. Victorian dealers were extremely cunning in attaching the names of
aristocrats to second rate pictures in order to
make a quick sale. The Magazine of Art by 1898
was obviously aware of the practice:
'The Lady Ironing'nd 'The Lady Washing'orm a
pair of well-known pictures, and one, if not both, was
engraved twice. There is a pair in the National Gallery
about I:400 a year
which
cost the authorities
ago... The lady ironing is said to be a portrait of
Maria Gunning Countess of Coventry, and the lady
washing is described as her sister, Elizabeth Duchess of
Hamilton. Both these ascriptions are absurd; it is more
likely that they represent the artist's sisters. The mezzotint engravings
by Philip Dawe were once very
popular, but are now not at all common. We do not
think that the extraordinary price quoted above" is
likely to result in much of a boom for this very thirdrate artist, but it will almost certainly result in a very
'extensive'ppearance of his works in the market during the ensuing season. Colossal reputations are often
founded on mere flukes.

Only a careful matching of dates proves the
ascriptions to be completely false. Maria Gunning
died in 1760, just over 20 years before Morland
painted the Laundry Maid Ironing. As for the
Dunrobin picture, the 'Fair Nun'annot possibly
be Mary, Countess of Sutherland, since she died
in 1766 supposedly from over exhaustion nursing
her sick husband from a fever.
It is far more likely that The Fair Nun Unmasked is indeed a portrait of either the artist'

Fig. 5

Henry Robert Morland tf Lady's Maid SoaPing Lt'nen

c. 1782 Courtesy of the Tate

Gallery, London.

sister or daughter. Although Morland was acquainted with Sir Joshua Reynolds there is no
evidence to suggest that he was connected with
the families discussed above. His pictures were
not highly sought after and he was indeed a
humble 'painter in crayons'ho dabbled in oils.
With the print dealers, however, he found an
eager market. Laundry maids, ballad singers
and pretty women in fancy dress had just the
right sentimental appeal, and transferred well
into the medium of mezzotint. Carington Bowles
could quickly see the connexion between the
young lady in fancy dress and the false beauty
described so brilliantly by Pope. The ambiguity
of the costume served his purposes well.
Readers may well feel this conclusion is disIt would have been exciting to
appointing.
establish that the Leeds collection contained a
portrait of Eva Garrick. However, the picture
will continue to attract admirers, on its other
merits, and hopefully this short discussion succeeds in placing it in a broader artistic and
cultural context.
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C. H. Schwanfelder —Animal Painter
to The Prince Regent
ADRIAN BUDGE
In the early nineteenth century Charles Henry
Schwanfelder (Fig. I) flourished as a painter in
Leeds, showed works in London and supplied
pictures to the Royal Collection.'n the late
nineteenth century he was described as 'the most
eminent of our local artists as a painter of landscape and animals and probably the best
patronised of any of the painters living in
Yorkshire during the first thirty seven years of
today he is barely
the present century','et
remembered. Some histories of English sporting
painting briefly record details of his life, others
omit reference to him entirely. His work has
been very little discussed despite its considerable
interest and his obvious success in Yorkshire, and
although not a great artist his career provides an
interesting insight into the Leeds art scene in the
years before the accession of Queen Victoria.
Schwanfelder's status during his lifetime within
the Leeds area is attributable in part to the fact
that his working life largely coincided with the
years when Leeds was in an important position as
an art centre of northern England because of exhibitions of the Northern Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts which were held ir1809. Schwanfelder's
high
from
regularly
reputation around Leeds can best be explained
as the product of flourishing patronage from
local merchants, manufacturers and landowners
at a time when access to other art centres was still
rather difficult before the rapid development of
the railway network in the 1850's and also when
information about other artists and exhibitions
was limited prior to the development in the Victorian era of periodicals devoted wholly to art.
The regional nature of Schwanfelder's populariby the fact that his death
ty is demonstrated
seems to have gone unrecorded by an obituary in
the national press, despite his many years as a
successful painter, unlike that of John N. Rhodes
of Leeds, whose death aged only thirty-three was
recorded in the Gentleman's Magazfne's he
moved to live and work in London for several
years. This considerable isolation of the Leeds
art scene from London is perhaps best summed
up in the Art Journal's obituary of Joseph

Rhodes,'ather of John and an artist and drawing master in Leeds from about 1810 until his
death in April 1855, when the writer pleaded ignorance of his works while quoting the Huddersfield Chronicle's epithet 'The father of Art in
Yorkshire'.
Charles was born in Leeds on 11 January 1774
and was baptised at the old Parish Church on 5
February.'is father, John James Swanfelder
(sic) of the Headrow, was probably of German
origin and is said to have worked as a painter of
clock dials, tea trays and snuff box lids, a
decorator of the mansions of the local gentry and
occasionally as a landscape artist of rather
reputedly learnt the
limited ability.'harles
basis of painting by assisting his father with those
tasks and soon his talent for animal painting
became apparent. Perha'ps his background was
slightly more artistic than the fairly humbie one
usually suggested, however, as the Leeds trade
directories for the last decade of the eighteenth
century record John Swanfelder or Swinefield, as
a portrait painter and drawing master, while the
frontispiece in Cornelius Caley's autobiography
of 1778 is an engraving from a portrait by

J. J.

Schwanfelder.'harles'arly

years are at present something

of a mystery. If he assisted his father during

his

teens and won acceptance as an artist shortly
after entering his twenties one would expect to
encounter works and references to him from
about 1795 onwards. However, very little regarding these years has come to light other than a
handbill advertising his services out of Leeds in

about 1800:

C H Swandfclder
At Mr Thos Boddy's Salutation
High Harrogate
Portrait Painter and Drawing Master
Respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry
of Harrogate that he teaches the art of
drawing particularly in landscapes after
Mr Nicholson's method of producing the
lights —Also painting on Velvet, Fruit
Shells & c. & c.

N.B.

Any Lady or Gentleman may have
Private Lessons at their own lodgings"

Fig. l Portratt of the Artist by C. lL Schwanfelder, oil on panel. Leeds City Art Gallery. Schwanfelder, who is known from
two self portraits and a portrait by William Frederick, was described by Fenteman as 'rather below middle stature, slender,
remarkably sprightly and gentlemanly, in dress displaying somewhat of the dandy with an intelligent and pleasing countenance
lit up with genius...'

That he also worked making drawings for
publication is shown by a view of the old Leeds
Infirmary which was drawn by Schwanfelder,
engraved by Livesey and published by Heaton in
1806,'ut it is not until the first exhibition of
the Northern Society in 1809 that he really made
a major impact on the Leeds art scene. Perhaps
it is no coincidence that it was in the same year
that Schwanfelder, then thirty-five years old and
resident in Leeds, showed his first painting at the
that he had
Royal Academy,"
suggesting
matured to be a capable artist.
Before the Northern Society's foundation in
1808 the availability of art in Leeds would have
Inbeen limited in both quantity and quality.'
dividual artists, either resident in the town or
stopping briefly on tours of the region, might
for
display some works or advertise
commissions, ' but there was no means available
for the organization of large shows which might
include works by leading artists from all over
Britain. From its opening on 3 April 1809 the
first exhibition of the Northern Society was
recognised to 'surpass anything of its kind ever
and one
attempted out of the metropolis',
reviewer confidently predicted: 'This place has
long been famous for its manufactures and commerce, and, thanks to the indefatigable exertions of the Committee of the Northern Society
we bid fair to become in time equally celebrated
for our taste for, and encouragement of, the
Schwanfelder
obviously
elegant Arts'. '
recognised the tremendous opportunity offered
by the Northern Society's shows and was not only
a major contributor to each of the first three annual exhibitions but also seems to have been one
of the more successful painters in terms of sales.
His greatest effort was at the first Exhibition
when he contributed twenty-two pictures of a
total of 208 exhibits, and of the ninety five works
for sale nine were his. He was one of the few artists to sell all his works and they together raised
f48.6.0 out of a total of f287.1.6 received from
thirty-seven exhibits sold."
However, all did not go perfectly smoothly for
Schwanfelder at this important. exhibition as he
was one of the victims of some sharp criticisms
offered by the Leeds Mercury's
reviewer.
Schwanfelder's contribution was dominated by
landscape compositions and supported by views
around Leeds and Yorkshire and animal pictures. Although he was praised for his 'wonderful
power of colouring'nd his truthful and tasteful

representations of animals, his depiction of a fox
was attacked for its 'unnatural distortion of his
features and wooden appearance of his legs'nd
one landscape was said to give 'melancholy proof
that the good painter, too, like the good poet, is
Nevertheless,
occasionally given to napping'.''
Schwanfelder was doubtless glad to have received less severe treatment from this critic than did
George Haugh, whose portraits were dismissed as
'cold and lifeless', whose view of Loch Lomond
was only commended 'by the indulgent judgement of the committee in placing it nearly out of
sight'nd whose contributions were summarized
with the comment that 'the public have the right
to complain that on the present occasion he has
used his brush so freely and his genius so sparing-

ly'6

The Second Exhibition of the Northern Society in 1810 found Schwanfelder represented by
fourteen works, including ten Yorkshire views,
which were reasonably well received by the Mercury's critic despite unhappiness with their 'glaring yellow and green'.'' However, he ventured
also to show one portrait and one study for a head
of Christ and these brought down upon him the
reviewer's censure, regretting 'to see this respectable artist wandering so far from the line of
march pointed out to him by nature and attempting things beyond the reach of his powers'.
in the InSchwanfelder
had supporters
telh'gencer'
who opposed this reviewer, but.
'Maul Stick', took the
another correspondent,
critic's judgments on portraiture and history
painting even further, recommending that 'he
had better never meddle even with landscape except so far as it may serve as a background to his
pictures

of animal

life'.

'

Schwanfel der,

however, found buyers for all four of his pictures
on sale, including the Head of Christ, and
withstood the blasts against his work to be well
represented once more at the Third Exhibition
of the Northern Society in 1811, when he showed
thirteen paintings comprising animal pictures,
Yorkshire views and landscape studies. This exhibition was acknowledged as the best yet by
both the Leeds Mercury and Intelligencer'" and
the reviewers in both papers also agreed that
Schwanfelder's works had greatly improved since
last year. But once more his praise was tempered
with criticism and this time it was the 'prevailing
purple-brown tone of colour'o which objection
was taken, as well as his neglect of anatomical
studies in his horses and cattle.-'' However a

Fig. 2 rf Newfoundland Dog by C. LL Schwanfelder,
oil on canvas. Leeds City Art Gallery.

1812,

break now occurred in the series of Northern
Society exhibitions and Schwanfelder was clearly
fortunate that he had already made his name
among the Leeds art patrons, who were eager for
his services to record their favourite dogs (Fig. 2)
and horses, supply attractive landscape studies
and to paint their own portraits. In addition to
working for important local families such as the
Walkers and the Goodmans," Schwanfelder was
also involved in public commissions and by 1812
had supplied the design for a full-length statue
of St. Peter to stand in the centre of the large
window built as part of Thomas Taylor's renovation of the south side of Leeds old Parish

Church."
Outside

Leeds and its environs
a success at this
London he exhibited eleven animal
landscapes at the Royal Academy
was also proving
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Schwanfelder
time and in
pictures and
(Fig. 3) from

1809 to 1835 and six at The British Institution
from 1815 to 1819.-" Without doubt his most
prestigious commissions were the horse portraits
for the Prince Regent, three of which, dating
from 1814, are still in the Royal Collection at
Windsor including his picture of the Malcolm
Arabian (Fig. 4) which was exhibited at 'the
Academy in 1814.-" Schwanfelder was honoured
in 1817 with the title Animal Painter to HRH the
Prince Regent, later King George IV, an appointment he seems to have held until 1821
although he continued to employ the title until
his last years. It was presumably during the years
when he was often exhibiting in London that he
became acquainted with many of the leading artists of the time and developed an interest in the
works
of Turner,
Constable
and Cox."
Schwanfelder's success in London at this period
was matched with an expansion
beyond his
native Yorkshire in yet another way. Whereas his
exhibited views from the years 1809 to 1811 concentrated strongly on the areas around Leeds

Fig. 5 8 Pointer and Two Setters by C. IL Schwanfelder,
oil on canvas, Leeds City Art Gallery. This lively canine portrait with its dramatic moorland setting can perhaps be identified with a painting of the same title exhibited in 1815 at
the Royal Academy.

and Sheffield and such picturesque parts of
Yorkshire as Bolton Abbey, by 1815 he had
begun to travel further afield in search of upland
scenery and was exhibiting Lake District subjects. His range was supplemented from about
1819 with views in North Wales and by 1822 he
had started to paint in Scotland, which was to be
the source of many of his views.
In Leeds 1822 saw the resumption of the Northern Society exhibitions and Schwanfelder was
again well represented with fourteen paintings,
of which five sold for f81.10.0."There appears
to have been little change from the earlier exhibitions in Schwanfelder's kinds of subjects with
highland scenery, horse and dog portraits and
game pictures all featuring as before, although
he also ventured to chance his hand at studies of
Rob Roy MacGregor, a female Head and a gipsy

band. His contribution of twelve paintings to the
year's show was more heavily
following
dominated by portraits of local gentlemen, including Viscount Pollington, and their horses
and dogs, but nevertheless five landscapes and
an animal study were offered for sale with complete success." The fact that one of these landscapes alone realised forty-five guineas and the
total revenue was 96 guineas indicates that
Schwanfelder was by now very well established as
an artist in Yorkshire and had a comfortable income, since all his works were commissions other
than a few exhibition pieces. It was the 1825
Northern Society exhibition which really marked
the high point in sales both for Schwanfelder
himself and for the contributors generally. Df
the fourteen paintings included in this show by
Schwanfelder
thirteen were for sale and all
found buyers, including a view of Lock Lomond
at 60 guineas and a scene of terriers and a cat of
50 guineas (Fig. 5), generating over I:300 of the
exhibition's total sales of nearly f1,330.
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The Malcolm Arabian by C. H. Schwanfelder, 1814. Reproduced by gracious permission of Her Majesty I he Queen.
Exhibited at the R.A, in 1814, this painting shows a horse which belonged to the Pasha of Baghdad and on his death was sent
to England by Colonel Malcolm after whom it was named.

Fig. 4

By this time Schwanfelder's reputation on the
Yorkshire
art scene was great enough
to
guarantee him a continual demand for his pictures and presumably a fairly handsome income
from his succession of orders for animal pictures,
portraits (Fig. 6) and landscapes. As a consequence of his full order books, working for such
patrons as George Lane Fox and Mrs. Elizabeth
Got t, ' as well as perhaps of a period of
economic decline likely to deter the more casual
purchaser of paintings, Schwanfelders contributions to local exhibitions diminished after the
mid-twenties. At the Northern Society's 1826 Exhibition of Ancient and Modern Masters he was
represented by nine paintings, while in 1827 examples of work were shown at exhibitions in Hull
and Bradford.'' The 1828 Northern Society exhibition in Leeds was hailed as 'decidedly the

Society's best effort'nd had almost two hundred
more pictures than ever before." Schwanfelder
contributed nine works and was complimented
by both the Mercury and Intelligencer on one
particular painting —'Daniel in the Lions Den'.
1850 saw once again a large Northern Society
Exhibition at which Schwanfelder, represented
by six works of which three were loaned by collectors, was praised as an animal painter having
'few equals and certainly no superiors'." He remained active into the thirties, exhibiting eight
pictures at the 1855 Northern Society exhibition,
including 'Balaam, The Ass and The Angel'n
which the Mercury's reviewer considered 'the ass
is charming,
the angel hideous',
and contributing eight again in 1854, including a view of
the Niagra Falls." He was also supplying portraits for engraving by Charles Turner A.R.A.

Fig. 5 Two Dogs Mauling a Car by C. H. Schwanfelder, 1825, oil on canvas. 1.eetls City Art Gallery on loan from 1.eeds City
Museum.
This bloodthirsty picture, purchased by John Goodman for fifty guineas at the 1825 Society exhibition, was praised by
Fenteman for being so truthful 'as to produce pain to the beholder'.

and must have certainly been in a sound financial position as he acted as publisher of his portraits of such Leeds worthies as Sir John Beckett,
Bart., and the Rev. Richard Winter Hamilton,
D.D." In addition, Schwanfelder devoted some
time to working as a tutor of painting to aspiring
young local artists," although he seems not to
have taken on this role to the same extent as his
contemporary
and townsman Joseph Rhodes,
who taught many of the Leeds painters of the
next generation. However, while still a very successful artist Schwanfelder's
health began to
decline and after suffering from asthma for
several years he also developed a disease of the
windpipe. He travelled to London to consult an
eminent specialist and after an operation died
there on Sunday 2nd July 1887.'' At the Music
Hall in Leeds, the venue of the Northern Society

exhibitions to which Schwanfelder
had consistently contributed, his sketches, drawings, unfinished paintings, stocks of artists'aterials and
small collection of Old Master paintings were
auctioned in December of the same year."
Leeds had lost one of its most successful and
esteemed artists and after its years of success in
fine art the Schwanfelder family reverted again
to mere house painters, decorative sign writers
and clock dial makers.'" The Northern Society's
fortunes
seem to have
closely parallelled
Schwanfelder's career, and after the initial successes from 1809 to 1811 and during the Twenties, the Society finally reached a position after
the thirteenth show in 1836 when it could no
longer provide Leeds with its customary exhibi-

ttons.'"
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Fig. 6

Portrat'I

of

William

and Charles Chadtuich

by

C.

l L Schvvanfelder,

1824, oil on canvas. Leeds City Art Gallery.

L.I. Leeds
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A Caricature of Sir Thomas Gascoigne
by Richard Cosway, RA (1742 —1821)
LINDSAY STAINTON

A pen and ink drawing (Fig. I) by Richard
Cosway in the British Museum is published here
as a slight but amusing addition to Dr. Friedman's article, 'Sir Thomas Gascoigne and his
Friends in Italy'Leeds Art Calendar, No. 78,
1976). Caricature was a safety-valve for
artists. It allowed them to
eighteenth-century
show an aspect of society or of a personality
which they could not do in serious painting. It
was like comedy on the stage compared with sentimental or tragic drama. A glance at the output
of caricatures by Rowlandson, Bunbury and
others makes one realize how partial a view of
eighteenth-century
society serious painting gives.
'Straight'ortraits (to keep to portraiture) were
designed to exhibit men and women, not 'as they
were', but 'as they ought to be'. By means of exaggeration and ridicule, caricature showed the
reality; or, if not reality —for in their way
caricatures were just as partial, just as biased —a
side of the sitters'ersonalities
that conventional
portraits suppressed.
It seems likely that most men did not mind being represented in this fashion (the case was
perhaps different with women). In Italy, English
visitors would sit to Batoni or Mengs for their
sumptuous, official portraits one day, and the
next day, so to speak, sit to Patch or Ghezzi for a
caricature. Indeed, it is hard to imagine how the
and
both drawn
of caricatures,
majority
painted, could have been executed without the

subject's co-operation.
These reflections are prompted by comparing
Batoni's portrait of Sir Thomas Gascoigne
(1745 —1810), painted in Rome in 1779,'ith
Cosway's caricature of him. The sitter's portly
figure is instantly recognizable, even without the
inscription giving his name. What is not easy to
determine is the theme of the drawing. In fact it
is not a caricature in the strict sense, as Sir
Thomas's
or
features are not exaggerated
distorted, but he is certainly being made to look
ridiculous. He is shown kneeling in a conventional attitude of adoration with a streamer issuing from his mouth reading (in Italian), 'My
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Dear My Sweet Hope Ah Ah.'ooking down and
back at him, a fashionably dressed woman
replies flirtatiously or in pretended alarm, 'Oh
John Bull John Bull Oh.'er use of the national
nickname suggests that the caricature has some
political or allegorical significance, rather than
that it is a reflection on Sir Thomas Gascoigne's
private amours. Born on the Continent, where
he spent most of the first half of his life, he
to a Roman Catholic, originally
belonged
Jacobite, family opposed to the ruling Whig
in 1779 he
oligarchy in England.'owever,
returned to this country, renounced the Catholic
faith, and was elected Member of Parliament for
Thirsk. Shortly afterwards he joined the Rock-

ingham Whigs irt opposing the war against the
American Colonists, and became, as Dr. Friedman has shown,'n ardent supporter of the
American Revolution.
Might Cosway's caricature have any reference
to this? Almost certainly not, since Gascoigne
speaks in Italian, he is represented as
Bull), and the lady cannot possibly stand
for America. What is more probable is that the
drawing alludes to some episode in Sir Thomas
Gascoigne's career in Italy or, perhaps, to his exaggerated devotion to that country. As with so
caricatures, the exact
many eighteenth-century
meaning is lost to posterity, though it was
doubtless clear to contemporaries.
However, the drawing probably dates from
the time when Sir Thomas was taking up the
American cause and building the remarkable
inscribed:
arch at Parlington
triumphal
LIBERTY IN N. AMERICA TRIUMPHANT
MDCCLXXXIII. There is no evidence that
Cosway ever visited Italy (although his wife
Maria, also an artist, was born and died there)
thus the drawing must have been executed in
England after 1779. Sir Thomas appears to be
little older than in Batoni's portrait, and the
dress and hairstyles of both the figures are consistent with a date in the early 1780s. It may also be
relevant that Cosway's only other known composition of the same type —a caricature of the
'England'ohn

Co'g'gun«ay,y

alian Lad, b Richard
ic
Cosway, RA (1742 —1821), pen and ink, 222.8 X 180.2
mm. British Museum (I 865 —6 —10 —1822). Inscribed Mia Cara Mia Dolce SPeranza
St'r
another hand (?)
T:Cascoine by R:Cosroay.

('e'one.~v

Fig. 2.

engraving
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Morse'~~~P~piZ+~ Worst"

Henry SuIt'nburne, 1786, by Mariano Bovi after Richard Cosway,
148 X 96 mm. British Museum.

=r

Fig. 5.

engraving,

Martha Swinburne, 1786, by Mariano Bovi after Richard Cosway,
166 X 128 mm (oval). British Museum.

is dated 1780.
Italian picture dealer Magnini'
This is very similar in style to the drawing of
Gascoigne. Normally, of course, Cosway was a
serious artist who painted portrait miniatures
and made highly finished tinted portrait studies
in pencil; few pen and ink drawings of any kind
by him survive, not to mention caricatures.
Whether or not he intended this drawing to be
engraved, like that of Magnini, is uncertain.
However, he probably knew Gascoigne fairly
well. A link may have been Gascoigne's close
friends, Henry and Martha Swinburne. Cosway
painted their miniatures (Figs. 2, 8)'nd was to
be a witness at the wedding, in 1795, of their
daughter, Mary Frances, to Paul Benfield

Footnotes

MP.'indsay

Stainton is Assistant Keeper in the Department of
Prints and Drawings at the British Museum; she was
previously Assistant Curator at the Iveagh Bequest, Kenwood.
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7.

Friedman, oP.cit., Fig. 1.
Friedman, oP.cit., and also in Leeds Art Calendar, No.
66, 1970, p. 20.
Op. ct't. The arch at Parlington mentioned below is
reproduced on the cover of Leeds Art Calendar, No. 66.
Daphne Foskett, A Dictionary of British Miniature
Painters, 2 vols., 1972, pp. 220 —1 and passim provides
the most up to date account of Cosway's work. The
fullest biography is G. C. Williamson, Rtchard Cosway
RA and his Wife and Pupils; Miniaturists of the Eighteenth Century, 1897.
Mary Dorothy George, Catalogue of Political and Personal Satires . in the Department of Prints and Drawt'ngs, 177l —3 783, Vol. V, 1935, p. 471, No. 5770.
Cosway is said to have had this print etched in ridicule of
Magnini, with whom he had quarrelled.
Two untraced miniatures of Henry and Martha Swinburne are listed in Williamson, appendix VI (np); they
were engraved by Mariano Bovi in 1786. Cosway also
painted their daughter, Mary Frances; see Carl Winter,
'The British School of Miniature Portrait Painters,'roceedings of the British Academy, XXXIV, 1948, pl.
V I 1.
Williamson, p. 7. Cosway had known Benfield since at
least

1781.

Hubert Dalwood Teaching

JOHN JONES

Hubert Dalwood's memorial exhibition, which
began in the Hayward Gallery and came this
year to the University Gallery in Leeds, is a
reminder of his strong connections with this city.
His work is in the Art Gallery and on our public
buildings and he had a uniquely long period as
the Gregory Fellow in Sculpture at the University.
I was a friend of Dalwood's from 1942. In the
1960s we tape-recorded some of our conversations with a view to making publishable articles
out of them. We never did write them up. After
Dalwood's death the material was used by
Norbert Lynton in his excellent introduction to
the memorial exhibition catalogue, which is too
good and recent in the memory for me to attempt a similar way of presenting Dalwood's
work and opinions.
By good luck, we have an alternative.
Dalwood was a teacher from the time he left Art
College, in an epoch when the injunction: 'Don'
do as I do, do as I say'as unpopular. The
themes of Dalwood's classes were never far from
the current concerns of his studio. Artists on the
subject of art are sometimes best when they are
giving advice. (I'm thinking of Cezanne writing
to young admirers, Pissarro's letters to his son,
Klee's teaching book.) It's been said that one way
of finding out what you think about something is
to lecture about it.
In 1964, at a vacation school held at
Goldsmith's College by Arts Foundation, one of
a series in which Harry Thubron, Patrick Heron
and Dalwood took part, I was making a film of
Dalwood's sculpture class project and, in the
course of it, I recorded his instructions and
remarks to the students. What follows is a severely edited and ruthlessly tidied up transcript of
that recording. I hope that in an oblique, or between-the-lines
way, it may tell one about
Dalwood himself and perhaps throw light on his
approach to sculpture.

The whole object of this course is a simple one.

It's to suggest to you that there's absolutely
nothing that you can't make sculpture of. The

difficulties
technical ones.
only

you'e

likely

to

have

are

(The students were invited to select photographs from
a pile of illustrated magazines which would provide

the original visual stimulus for the sculpture they were
going to make. Dalwood went through some photographs giving his opinion about their suitability.)

I don't want you to select photographs that
already suggest a piece of sculpture because
everyday stimuli don't come to you in that way.
You don't go around all the time saying 'Oh,
that'l make a good sculpture'r 'That's not going to make a sculpture, I won't bother to look at
it'. One hopes you'e a wider person than that.
I'd select that (indicates a photograph) because
it's visually interesting; the black and white and
these odd squares and things, and the relationship of scale between this object and that one.
Don't choose it because it's a lovely, lonely white
gee-gee in a green field with verdant

dadedadeda....

I should stress that I'm not trying to sell you
the idea that only what is visually interesting is
the proper subject matter of sculpture. If I
thought it possible to say to you, 'The subject
matter of sculpture
can be anything;
do
anything', I'd have done that, but I don't think it
is possible (in the time). I'e limited it to visual
material because we'e only a week.

Don't select things that have already gone
through someone else's imaginatiori. These fairly
haven't
straightforward
photographs
gone
through any process —I see I'e picked mainly
landscapes, though I'm not implying that you
should do that. Choose fairly complex things
which are like the broad stimulus of just looking
around you so that you'l be obliged to make a
selection. Think all this week in terms of selection. Selecting is part of the business of being an

artist.

(Students were asked to make a drawing
chosen photograph.)

from the
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1958, 144 ems high, Leeds Art Galleries.

Draw just that which you think is of interest
Don't just make a copy of the
visually.
photograph, there's no point in that. Select what
is of interest. If I was drawing this one I'm concerned with the relationship of this mass to these
other masses, penetrated by these others up
through here —and this inverted triangle against
these horizontals.

Around the basic difference between a painter
and a sculptor, i.e. that one paints and the other
sculpts, a lot of myths have grown up. One is the
It'
dangerous
idea of sculptors'rawings.
prevalent in art schools, where people prepare
sheets of drawings to submit for diplomas. They
say, 'This drawing, it doesn't show that you'e a
sculptor, it's not really a sculptor's drawing'. In
the Renaissance there wasn't really much dif.
ference between
painter's
and
drawings
sculptors'rawings because all were interested in
the representation
of solid form, pictorially
through perspective, say, or in the creation of
solid figures. In drawings which are related to
projected work by present day sculptors like
Paolozzi or Kenneth Armitage, there is no real
attempt to represent three dimensions.
The
reason is fairly obvious. To have a very worked
out drawing and then just to copy it is obviously
banal and uninteresting. It also takes away from
the pleasure of actually creating form under
your hand. In any case, on paper you can't really
make those sorts of three-dimensional
relationships. All you can do is hint at a roundness here
and a flatness there.
Something else that needs to be questioned is
whether the sort of experience that triggers off
the desire to make sculptor is necessarily different from that for painting. One could say that
the experiences are likely to be much the same,
or is there a particular sort of resPonse to experience that somehow makes you a sculptor. Of
course one doesn't know and I think it's unknowable. What I'm trying to do is throw seeds of
doubt on any blanket approach to the idea that
either the sort of response you make to nature/
life/experience/whatever
is exactly the same for
painter and sculptor or it is entirely different.
This has a bearing on what I'e asked you to
concern yourselves with this week, which is the
narrower contention that the subject-matter of
Hubert Dalwood,
cms high.

Standing

Nude Figure, Lead 1955, 68.5
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sculpture has been unnecessarily restricted and
that a tradition in teaching institutions that is
very difficult to escape has channelled all sort of
responses to the world towards the emergence of
a type of sculpture which is concerned with only
a few specific issues.
The figure, for example, has become so central to sculpture in recent times. Is there
something that makes the figure a proper and
more important area of concern for sculptors? I
don't know the answer but I think that many
people would say yes, but I don't know how
they'd go on to justify their answer. I can see that
the figure is a proper subject for art in general,
one can think of lots of reasons for it: 'the proper
study of mankind'; using the figure of a man to
express ideas about God, say —all kinds of
societies have done that, though I think many
find this less acceptable than it used to be. Today
it seems to have watered down ideas about God.
One justification for using the figure might be to
embody abstract ideas —because we'e aware of
the subtleties of facial expression, for example;
expressing the idea of anguish through the form
of a man, which is part of human experience,
doesn't seem an extravagant idea. One could
find lots of other justifications for using the
figure. I'm just giving a few very obvious examples, but if you then say, as an extension of
this, that the figure is more appropriate for
sculpture, I couldn't go along with that.
I mention
this because it's part of the
background to what I'e been saying about what
we'e doing here.
To go back to what we were saying: what is the
activity that constitutes making sculpture? At the
most basic level, I think it is form-making. The
ability that distinguishes a sculptor is the ability
to 'make form'. A professional sculptor ought to
be able to make form out of anything. He should
never feel it's not possible.
If you asked a competent musician sitting at a
piano to make up a bit of music about this or
that, to fish around with this or that idea, he
could do it. A poet could 'knock off' poem of
sorts for you, too, about anything. It's only
amateurs that say, 'I'e got to wait for inspiration before I can get on with this —I'l have to go
I'l get
away in the corner and suddenly
inspired.'f

course one can be inspired and it'
marvellous, but there are long hiatuses when
you'e making a big sculpture and you can't be
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in that hep state the whole day. You have to be
capable of saying 'It needs to be like that'nd
you have to be —I don't know —'professional'—
it's a very bad word, but I can't think of another
that will do; it implies calling on experience, I
suppose, but I imagine some innate qualities are
involved as well. It means something
really
seriously separate from, yet within the context
of, whatever 'inspiration's there to begin with
and whatever idea you'e wishing to externalise.
I'm suggesting that in sculpture there's this
non-inspiration side to it which is still very much
part of the nature of sculpture. It's a paradox:
it's in the nature of sculpture that our response to
it is to something magical in its form, the parts
going together just right are magic, 'inspired',
the art is in that arrangement. Yet, on the other
hand, just doing that is the professional formmaking thing. It's all very well, having bright
ideas about sculpture and having visions of
marvellous things, that's the inspired bit, but if,
when it comes to doing it, it becomes banal then
it isn't sculpture at all. The part where the 'inspiration', where the art ought to be, is there, in
the doing. It's a terrible paradox.

You'e chosen the photograph and you'e
drawn from it so that it's gone through you and
that experience is now a you-experience. It's not
something outside you. I want you to treat the
drawing as raw material for the next stage. At
this raw youthe moment
the drawing,
experience, is undifferentiated, in the sense that
it might still be for painting or for sculpture. Undifferentiated
which you
but something
discovered.
Now I want you quite coldly and clinically to
take what you'e done and make it threedimensional. Make some more drawings from it
I don'
which explore it three-dimensionally.
mean that you'e to draw the sculpture that
you'e hoping to do, but just to explore the
of the world
three-dimensional
possibilities
you'e created. These drawings —we'e not concerned with their quality at all.

The drawings you do now —just think of them
in terms of a carpenter's drawings, or something
like that
the kind of drawing that you make

when the plumber

comes round and he wants to

Hubert Dalwood, Open Square, aluminium

1959, 42 cms high, Leeds Art Galleries.

put a sink in, to show him where to put the
brackets and how the sink unit goes into the corner of the room.
Or, say, going to a box maker. You want a box
for a particularly clumsy bit of apparatus and
you'e got to describe it to him two dimensionally. Use whatever shorthand way you can to express it.
So, take whatever interests you in what you'e
drawn
and have a go at various threedimensional interpretations of it. Force out of
this intractible material a 5-D thing. It might be
useful to you to think of the plane that is at right
angles to the surface of your drawing. Force the
forms out that way, out from the axis of the
drawing paper. When you come to make the
models, the maquettes, it might be a good idea
to push it further so that the greater dimension is
the one in the plane opposed to that in which
you'e made the drawing.

I'e been asked if you should think about the
medium the work is to be in. If you do I think it
will short-circuit things again. If you think it
may be difficult to do in a particular medium
you'l lose courage half way.
I'd like to call your attention to this drawing.
He's taken the photograph
and treated the
He's made
if
it
were
the
as
thing.
empty space
the space into a solid. This inversion really seems
to me to go right to the basis of form-making.
I'd like to talk about 'scale'.
When people say 'scale'hey often mean 'size'.
When they talk about the scale of an Anthony
Caro they just mean it's big. I'm not altogether
clear myself what one means by scale. Perhaps
it's that there is a sense in some things that they
have a presence which is larger than their
physical size. You may say 'So what?'. Is it
desirable or not in a sculpture?
My opinion is that it is. When I look at
sculpture of the past that I admire there's nearly
always this quality in it. The Venus of Willendorf, for example, do you know that little
primitive sculpture? I'e got a cast of it and I'm
amazed to see how small it is. Having only seen
photographs it's difficult not to believe that it'
absolutely enormous —even now as I think about
it, it seems very big.
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One aspect of scale is something which I think
can be manipulated. What now seems to me to
be essential is a disparity between parts. We have
this terrible tendency when we start work to
reduce things to a sort of common sense physical
dimension
something to do with our hands besize or our vision enclosing a cerparticular
a
ing
tain area —we tend to reduce any extravagant
proportions to those that are handleable and
human. I quite see that this may be desirable for
perhaps the deepest reasons —a sort of human
necessity. But the danger of it is that it can absolutely take away the magic of the contrast of
parts. One part becomes the bit you hold to do
this, and the other part is the knob on the
dashboard that you pull out to do that, and
another part is the handbrake, just that size and
just there. All because they are part of a utility
object (the car) in which all parts must be that
size. The idea of a handbrake that's only so big is
ridiculous. But if you think about our delight in
disparity of scale you begin to see how much we
lose by reducing things in this way. Think of the
whole magic of toys. All of us delight in the scale
model of the steam engine where everything is
there, even the blocks of coal are there, all
selected to be just the right scale! There'
something absolutely marvellous about that.—
Do you know the story of Salvador Dali and
the 'Cretinisation of the world by bread'? He
writes about a situation where one day people in
a remote Balkan town wake up to find a very
large loaf of bread on the steps of the local town
hall. Perhaps bread is in short supply in the
country. There's some fuss about this but it'
passed over and then the next day another bigger
loaf is found in similar circumstances in a town
somewhere across the world. This time the press
write up the story and there's some speculation
about practical jokes. Then an even bigger loaf
is found in another country and the press make a
lot of it, digging up the first news item and giving it headlines —'IS THIS...., ARE THEY
different papers, accordTRYING
ing to their political complexion, blame the OXFAM movement or the Fascists or whatever. The
next country finds an absolutely enormous loaf
and the press of all the world get on to it and
suddenly in a country adjoining another where
there's a state of tension there appears the
ultimate gigantic loaf and immediately they say,
'IT'S THEM!'nd some faction claims to have
been responsible because 'The people must have

TO....'nd

bread!'nd fighting breaks out in the streets and
on the border and finally war breaks out. And
that's the cretinisation of the world by bread. If
you could bake loaves like that I'm damn sure
you could do it. It could work. Still, that's not
the point. It's this business of scale. Obviously it
wouldn't work with ordinary sized loaves. I'm
sure you can think of other examples of scale being terribly important in our imaginative life.
It's unfortunate that we have this tendency to
reduce the scale of objects to a common sense
relationship. Even in non-utilitarian, art objects.
I'e noticed it in your drawings. In an earlier
drawing there would be a sort of magic about the
contrast in scale between a large unconsidered
loose area and a small part of the drawing which
had seized your imagination more. One can
understand the wish to do a separate drawing to
develop the small interesting area in the corner,
but in separating it from the rest, something was
lost which depended upon the contrast between
it and the large unconsidered part.
I'd ask you all to examine what you are doing
in the light of that and see if in some instances
you'e watered down what originally had this
magic quality. There is also in some a rationalisation of the general shape which unfortunately
removes a desirable sort of tension, a slight
unease between one part and another. You know
how often in a Cezanne still life, when you look

Hubert Dalwood, Double Botol, aluminium

1962, 27 ins high,

in detail at the back of the table top between the
bottles and things, it turns out not to be a
straight line. It moves up and down. It's just this
sort of tension that enlivens the line. It seems to
have come about by drawing down one side of
a bottle and up the next. Cezanne hasn'
rationalised this like a drawing master coming
along and saying, 'Look at the back of your
table, then. You'e got that a bit out. Get a ruler
and get that table line straight!'hat would exactly take the magic out and destroy the link between the things which is as if a beetle starting
off at one end had gone ponderously up one side
and down the other and along the floor and so
on. The beetle doesn't see the objects as
separate. It experiences the journey in the sense
that the eye does, journeying along the things
rather than separating them out in a common
sensical way, a way in which the magic is taken

out.

It seems to me a happy circumstance that
avoid some of the large ques-

we'e managed to

tions that come up in any general discussion on
sculpture: 'It's not like life. How would people
recognise it. It's not what I understand sculpture
to be.' myself consider all the ink and saliva
that have been spent on the difficulties about
abstract and figurative
art to be largely

unrealistic, meaningless words.
What I'e been encouraging you to do right
from the beginning is to consider the essentials of
a situation. To explore it honestly and try to
drag out its guts and expose them in a way that is
meaningful to you. We haven't considered at all
how these essentials might be recognised immediately by some other person. I would criticise
art that sets out somehow to please; it's always
tongue-in-cheek, decorative art.
We do postulate a spectator, but in an odd
way the spectator is ourselves.
If one looks at the art of the past one sees pretty clearly how inevitable it is in time that if an artist does what he does in an honest way, however
unacceptable it may be at the time, eventually
there is an audience for it.
There is a sense in which one can bring the
audience in. Have you seen the film 'Orphee'y
Cocteau? In it a young poet who is no longer well
thought of by his contemporaries because of his
success and popularity, takes his problem to an
older poet, a 'grand old man'nd confidant of
the younger generation. He asks, 'What shall I
do?'he older poet says, 'Surprise us!'
remark,
think this is a very meaningful
—anyway, I'e always remembered it. What it
meant, I think, is that if art has any value at all it
is that it enlarges our experience. It's much more
obvious in science. It's nonsense for someone to
come along now and say, 'Eureka! I'e discovered
Boyle's
return to the aged poet's remark —in any
work of art worth considering there's an element
Law!'o

as, for example, I'e suggested, in
of forms in opposition and
the deployment
association that are different in scale.
There's an extension of this which I'd like to
say something about.
By contrasting an enormous plane and a great
lump, angular forms and sweet ones, geometric
and organic forms —the element of surprise
could be there. You might think that I'm suggesting (and in a sense I am) that the sculpture
you are doing could be better if you bore in mind
the element of surprise and that the quality of
your work depends on the opposition of elements
(roundness, squareness, etc.). By thinking about
these things and using them, you'l be making
better sculpture.
But —I'm also saying that it isn't enough to be
consciously manipulating these elements. Just to
do that is not going to improve your work at all.
You have to deal with a larger time scale than
this. We'e got only a week but I'm talking about
the lifetime of the artist in which there is an increasing involvement with and understanding of
the material of his art —being 'professional'. It
depends on experience and looking at art and a
general sort of awareness, and the paradox I
spoke about where the ability to manipulate
form quite coldly coincides with the poetic moment in the art.
Perhaps you can use the idea of this week being out of time. Use it as an excuse to manipulate
what you'e doing in a way that you wouldn'
perhaps do normally —to 'surprise us'.
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